
DAVID THE WARRIOR: NEW FRIEND, NEW FOE 

Saturday, January 2 

Reading: 1 Samuel 18-20 
 

1 Samuel 18:1  After David had finished talking with Saul, Jonathan became one in spirit with David, and he 

loved him as himself…19:1  Saul told his son Jonathan and all the attendants to kill David. But Jonathan had 

taken a great liking to David  
 

The story is told of two girls who were fascinated by the idea of being “blood sisters” like they 

saw on an old western. They liked the idea of sharing everything from toys to secrets. But they 

were not too keen on cutting their hands so they could mingle their blood. Suddenly, one of the 

girls got an idea. She grabbed a pack of gum, took one piece and gave another to her friend. They 

chewed their gum until it was soft - and permeated with saliva. “Now let’s trade,” she said. So 

they traded those mushy, germ-filled, already-been-chewed pieces of gum. They bit into them 

and chomped away. Then they proudly announced, “We’re gum sisters. We stick together.” 
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Jonathan was a friend who “stuck together” with David. This was the most unlikely of 

friendships. It was a friendship that destroyed all barriers. It went beyond distinctions of social 

status and upbringing. Jonathan had grown up the son of a king. David had grown up a shepherd 

boy. It went beyond the difference in age. When we look at the history given us in Samuel it is 

evident that Jonathan was much older than David - maybe up to twenty-five years older.   

 

It went beyond family barriers. Jonathan’s father continuously tried to kill David, but Jonathan 

always sided with his friend and defended David to his father. This friendship went beyond 

personal ambition. If anyone should have been threatened by David’s popularity it should be 

Jonathan. He is the heir to the throne! And yet he becomes David’s closest friend and strongest 

supporter. Later, after David is forced into hiding because of the jealousy of Saul, Jonathan 

comes to encourage him. 
  

1 Samuel 23:16  Then Jonathan, Saul's son, arose and went to David in the woods and strengthened his 

hand in God. 17  And he said to him, "Do not fear, for the hand of Saul my father shall not find you. You 

shall be king over Israel, and I shall be next to you." 
 

Most important, this friendship was based on a mutual love and trust in the Lord. This should be 

the basis for all true friendships for Jesus is “a friend who sticks closer than a brother” (Proverbs 

18:24). Do you have friendships that are “stuck together” by a mutual faith in the Lord Jesus 

Christ? 
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